Lamar State College, Orange and Lamar State College, Port Arthur will become the 4th and 5th TSUS Institutions to join the TSUS Shared Services Project. The initiative enables the facilitation of online education at scale for TSUS institutions and plays a key role in maintaining operations in case of a disruptive disaster, like Hurricane Harvey and COVID-19. As part of this collaboration, a number of online education services and technologies have been negotiated.

The activities undertaken pursuant to the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) are based on a spirit of cooperation and reciprocity that is intended to be of mutual benefit to all participating institutions.

- Access to Blackboard's flagship LMS licenses
- Lecture capture and video hosting software
- 24 x 7 Support Desk for Blackboard
- Web Conferencing License
- ADA Compliance software
- Exam proctoring & plagiarism detection
- Instructional design services
- Coordinated, cross-institutional faculty development
- Annual online education conference

Coming in August 2022